LEE ADAMS NORRIS
SELECTED WORKS | 2020

ADVERTISING

Cleveland Clinic competes in a world of health-care providers that struggle to market
themselves with a uniquely distinct look and feel. The use of custom designed
imagery will provide great value by clearly separating our local print campaign from
other providers... and for that matter, from all other advertisers. It speaks to the time
and effort Cleveland Clinic gives to every procedure and patient, with a visual
sophistication.

CLEVELAND CLINIC / REGIONAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / CREATIVE DIRECTION

With this in mind, we developed a creative approach distinguished by handcrafted
artworks. Unique images created from paper are formed into easily identifiable shapes
or objects, and then photographed as dimensional art.
In addition to being one-of-a-kind, the handcrafted element lends a human touch to the
brand, with artwork that conveys meticulous attention to detail and an approachable,
personalized touch.

After passing through a round of comparative testing this campaign
stood apart from the other ads for a number of reasons, but most notably
participants scored highly the balance of information and positive
perception.

CLEVELAND CLINIC / REGIONAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / CREATIVE DIRECTION

CLEVELAND CLINIC / REGIONAL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / CREATIVE DIRECTION

ILLUSTRATION

As a craftsman, I tend to favor illustration and printmaking skill-sets. I have won a
number of awards in design communities for Illustration work and have been
featured in several publications, including ‘Design for Obama’ and ‘Iron This.’ I am
a Threadless award winning t-shirt designer and have been featured on Shirt Punch
and Woot for several illustrations.

ILLUSTRATION / VARIOUS PROJECTS
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / PERSONAL WORK

I have worked for a number of years with an international collective of artists called
The Black Rock. Through this collaboration I have had merchandise and apparel
created and sold world-wide.

ILLUSTRATION / VARIOUS PROJECTS
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / PERSONAL WORK

LEE ADAMS NORRIS / PERSONAL WORK

DESIGN MANAGEMENT

A majority of my time over the past 10 years has been in setting, operating, and
leading operational design changes and the management associated with creative
teams. I believe guiding a collaborative team of writers, designers, and developers
requires a unique approach to the talent and motivators and work to create understandable but inclusive processes for all teams.

ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / DESIGN MANAGEMENT

Often these works are used as foundation setting tools within the agency. Helping my
clients and internal partners relate to the skills and employees responsible for output
leads to a significantly higher quality of creative output. Operational design works at the
macro and micro levels helping to paint a clear picture of roles and interactions of
processes.

ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / DESIGN MANAGEMENT

IDENTITY DESIGN

Pairing nicely with an illustration background, I am often leading the charge on identity
design challenges. I work to create unique and own-able brand marks that are also
pragmatic and ready to use in any environment (or custom designed for a specialized
one). Good brand documentation is critical to long term success, and working from
mood board through style guide with the client, gives a lot of confidence in the long term
adherence to the brand.

LOGO &nibh
IDENTITY
WORK
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam nonummy
euismod

LEE ADAMS NORRIS / IDENTITY DESIGN

DIGITAL DESIGN

UI & WEB DESIGN
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / DIGITAL DESIGN

Good engaging design feels custom built. This
Step2 page for a contest highlights the joy
parents see in their kids play - and invites
them to share and win.

Often a good interactive layout is a matter
of simplifying the complex. The Licensing
Expo design shown here cleaned up a
large amount of unnecessary information
and streamlined the registration process
from thirteen pages down to one.

UI & WEB DESIGN
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / DIGITAL DESIGN

LEE ADAMS NORRIS / DIGITAL DESIGN

IDENTITY & BRAND STRATEGY

HATHAWAY BROWN / BRANDING A PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / IDENTITY & BRAND STRATEGY

CLEVELAND CLINIC / VELOSANO BRAND
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / IDENTITY & BRAND STRATEGY

In 2017 The Adcom Group expanded its service offerings to more consultative
models as the demand for more strategy lead creative increased. Moving from the
lead of the creative department to formalizing the offerings in a new Brand and
Audience Strategy team became my new role within the organization. Working with
recognizable regional and national brands such as GetGo, Papa John’s, Velosano,
Ridgid Tools, Big Brothers and Big Sisters, and Lubrizol - I produced brand
strategy guidelines, foundational documents, messaging matrices, and set overall
strategies in place that created new opportunities and impacts in market.

OTHER BRAND PLATFORMS & STRATEGIES DEVELOPED FOR:

CLEVELAND CLINIC / VELOSANO BRAND
LEE ADAMS NORRIS / IDENTITY & BRAND STRATEGY

RESUME

HELLO.
I’m a BRAND PLANNER & Creative Director
WITH 15 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BRINGING BIG IDEAS TO MARKET.

LEELEEADAMS
ADAMSNORRIS
NORRIS

By creating, curating, coordinating, and building a thoughtful consensus
around work, I develop strong achievable visions that helps lead others
to creative solutions.

EXPERIENCE DIRECTOR OF BRAND PLANNING & MANAGING CREATIVE DIRECTOR

THE ADCOM GROUP (FORMERLY ADCOM, OPTIEM, UPPERCUT, & LANDAU PR) — 2010 - PRESENT

As Director of Brand Planning / Managing Creative Director I work with the Executive Team and
Adcom’s Board members to guide and build brand and creative teams/plans for all brand focused
work and our agency. Helping to assess KPI for creative staff, establish roles and departmental
hierarchy, work with business leads on pitches, evaluate creative quality and actively design and

PROMOTIONS MANAGER

ADVANSTAR PUBLISHING / MARKET DEVELOPMENT — 2006 - 2007
A shortly-held position, I initially was hired to help Advanstar’s emerging advertising clients find the
best interactive and email driven marketing solutions. I directed 3 other designers in this role and
lead Advanstar to record advertising profits in 2007 through back-of-book, email, and on-line
marketing offerings.

write for the teams. I am fortunate to have 37 of Cleveland’s best writers and artists working for
me and through my tenure Adcom has been a highlight of Weatherhead’s 100 with rapid growth
and acquisition of national brands (including CCF, Giant Eagle & Get Go, Ridgid, Daimler,
Hathaway Brown, Freightliner, Cleveland Browns, The Foundry, and Sherwin Williams).

GROUP MARKETING MANAGER

USER INTERFACE DEVELOPER

Responsible for the marketing and advertising efforts supporting the Licensing International

Crafted on-line experiences for AG.com’s web properties including eGreetings, Bluemountain.com,

Trade-show, held annually in Las Vegas. This job required building an in-house design and

and AmericanGreetings.com. In this role I lead a charge for web standards implementation and CSS

development team of 7, to help generate assets and create meaningful experiences for attendees

driven design, moving the sites away from a table only approach. I collaborated with outside

and exhibitors. The show’s website, Interactive floor-maps, registrations systems, advertising, PR

agencies and internal groups to rework “Create-&-Print” as an on-line application, and the primary

and social media were all concepted and pitched internally from the team and established best

AmericanGreetings.com interface in 2006.

ADVANSTAR PUBLISHING / LICENSING EXPO — 2007 - 2010

AMERICAN GREETINGS — 2004 - 2006

practice for a number of the other properties held by Advanstar — including the MAGIC trade show
and the sister publication Licensing International. In 2009 we had grown web traffic by 500% with
over 80% of all Advanstar registrations being handled by the system we developed.

EDUCATION WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS

Bachelor of Arts, Givens School of Architecture — 2002

SERVICE LAND studio

BOARD MEMBER 2012 - PRESENT

LAKEWOOD PUBLIC ART TASK FORCE
BOARD MEMBER 2015 - PRESENT

